FILE CABINET LOCKING BARS

Stock No.

ML-1
ML-2
ML-3
ML-4
ML-5

Drawers

Length

1
2
3
4
5

11"
21-1/2"
33-1/2"
45"
56"

Multi-point locking design
Red inner slide bar interlocks with specially designed locking lug
hinge at each drawer opening when in locked position. This multiple
point locking principle eliminates torque on the bar usually found in
devices that lock at the top and bottom position only.
Spring-open action
A slight upward motion of the red inner slide bar releases all lock
points, permitting the built-in spring-loaded hinge to swing bar clear of
drawer openings. Engineered to give sufficient clearance for unrestricted access to adjacent files when locked or unlocked.
No storage—accident—damage problem
Since Multi-Lock bars become an integral part of the file and swing
clear of drawer openings, they solve the problem of storing heavy,
dangerous bars in the office.
Simple installation
Can be installed with blind rivets provided or steel metal screws*.
Whichever method is used, the integrity of the fastener is protected,
since the points of attachment are completely covered by the bar in the
closed position, effectively preventing surreptitious entry. Multi-Lock
can be installed without opening the file or disturbing the contents—in a
matter of minutes.
Drill upper rivet hole(#20 — .161 diameter) 2-3/8" down and 1/4" over
from the upper drawer opening. Insert and set rivet to hold bar in place.
Use hinges as locators for other holes. Drive rivets home while keeping
hinges firmly in place against file.
The inner slide bar can be reversed to permit installation on either right
or left side of file cabinet(normally supplied for left side installation).
*If installation with sheet metal screws if preferred, use #8 X 3/8" pan
head, type A.
SPECIFICATIONS
Constructed of heavy 16-gauge formed steel. Chrome plated. Inner
slide bar finished in red thermosetting acrylic enamel. All hinges and
locking lugs are of 16-gauge steel. Chrome Plated. 5/32" diameter
cherry rivets supplied.
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FILE CABINET LOCKING BARS
SWING-A-WAY
File cabinet locking bar mounts on left hand side of cabinet for standard applications. A right hand model is also
available for special applications. Will not block adjoining cabinets when in either locked or unlocked position.
Red tape strip on inside of locking bar indicates unlocked position and protects painted finish on filing cabinet
when locked. May also be used to lock sliding drawers on roll-away tool cabinets, or any cabinet with steel
drawers. Individually boxed with fasteners. Padlock not included, please let know if needed.

Left Hand
Stock No.

FB-1L
FB-2L
FB-3L
FB-4L
FB-5L

Right Hand
Stock No. Length
FB-1R
18-3/4"
FB-2R
23-1/2"
FB-3R
33"
FB-4R
49-1/2"
FB-5R
55"

Description
For desk drawers
For 2 drawer cabinets
For 3 drawer cabinets
For 4 drawer cabinets
For 5 drawer cabinets

INSTALLATION—
The part that mounts to the face of the file cabinet is approx 1/2" wide. You simply lay the bar on the face of the file
cabinet, mark the holes with a felt tip pin, drill a pilot hole and screw it on. The lower leg measures approx 2-1/8" across
and about 11/16" high - most filing cabinets have plenty of room below the lower cabinet for this piece. The picture
of the bar shown above is shown in the locked position. It lifts up and out the L-leg on the left side of the image. The
bag with the screws shows the drill bit size (#31) for the pilot hole.
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